
CC1200
RIDE-ON COMBINATION  
SWEEPER SCRUBBER

A combination sweeping 
and scrubbing machine 
you can rely on. Powerful 
Kubota engine allows for 
thorough sweeping and 
scrubbing in one pass, 
saving time and reducing 
labour costs.

This robust cleaning machine has been built for use in heavy 
duty industrial applications. Featuring easy to used controls 
and fully hydraulic direct gear shift without electronics, the 
CC1200 ideal for heavy duty and dusty environments.  

The generous cleaning width combined with large 300l 
solution/recovery tanks and 180l hopper capacity allow for 
increased productivity and run times. Forward position seating 
provides the operator with greater view, increasing visibility of 
the cleaning path and maximising safety.

A WINNING COMBINATION

AUSTRALIA WIDE 
T: 1800 826 789
www.conquestequipment.com.au
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FEATURES 

 º Combination sweeping, vacuum and scrubbing in a single pass increasing productivity

 º Heavy duty, powder coated steel construction is built to withstand the harshest  
operating environments 

 º Flexible water flow control and adjustable down pressure allows for consistent  
cleaning on any application

 º Large 300L solution and recovery tanks with 180L waste hopper allows for  
longer cleaning periods

 º Incredible 1550mm hydraulic high dump allows for easy hopper emptying and prevents operator from 
being exposed to dust and debris as well as from encountering waste.

 º Hydraulic direct drive with fewer moving parts reduces potential maintenance concerns

 º Featuring working headlights and flashing beacon for increased safety and cleaning in low lit areas

 º Solid tyres which cannot be punctured or lose pressure over time, requiring less maintenance
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SPECIFICATIONS CC1200LPG CC1200D

Cleaning Width 1650mm scrubbing width 
1750mm sweeping width

1650mm scrubbing width 
1750mm sweeping width

Theoretical Cleaning Capacity 16,550m2 per hour (max. speed) 16,550m2 per hour (max. speed)

Power Supply 39kW, 4 cylinder Kubota LPG engine 25kW, 4 cylinder Kubota Diesel engine

Solution/Recovery Tank Capacity 300L 300L

Waste Hopper Bin Capacity 180L with hydraulic high dump 180L with hydraulic high dump

Brush Pressure 150kg 150kg

Variable speed 0-12Km/hr 0-12Km/hr

Machine Dimensions 2400 (L) x 1540 (W) x 1760 (H)mm 2400 (L) x 1540 (W) x 1760 (H)mm

Weight 1750kg 1750kg


